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CASAA Research Division*

Form 90-ACS
Collateral Interview on Drinking

SO Name: _______________________________  SO# ______________

1. For period from ____/____/____ through ____/____/____

     1a. Number of days in this assessment period:  _______

2. This is __(0) Intake  or  _____-month Follow-up

3. Interview conducted: __(1) in person  __(2) by telephone

4. Relationship to client:
__(1) spouse __(6) friend
__(2) parent __(7) girlfriend/boyfriend
__(3) sibling __(8) employer or co-worker
__(4) child __(9) probation officer
__(5) other family __(0) other

specify: specify:

"Hello. My name is _______ and I'm calling from ________.  I would like to
ask you a few questions about ______, who gave us your name as a person
who might help us with some information about him/her. As you may
know, he/she is participating in a research study designed to learn more
about ______. The information you give me will be completely confidential. 
It will be used only for our research, and we will not share it with   (client) 
."

5. "How long have you known _______?"  Code in months 5.____/____/____

6. "I want to ask you some questions about the period between _____ and _____
[refer to dates from item 1].  There are a total of   [see 1a]   days in that period. 
On how many of those   [1a]   days were you in contact with ________?"

Number of days in contact with client: 6.____/____/____

7. "How have you been in contact during this time?"  (Check all that apply)

__(1) live together __(4) scheduled visits (e.g., probation)
__(2) work together __(5) telephone
__(3) social visits __(6) other     specify:
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"Now I'm going to ask you some questions about what has been happening with
   (client)    during this period from ______ up to ______. [Use dates from line 1] 
Some of these things you may know about, and some you may not.  Just give me
the best information you can, and let me know if you're not clear what I'm
asking.  I also want to remind you that what you say is completely
confidential, and won't be shared with    (client)    or anyone else outside our
research project.  Do you have any questions before we begin?"

8. "First of all, to the best of your knowledge, did _______ drink any alcohol
during that time period?" [determine which of the following statements is the
most accurate response.  If necessary read the statements to the SO.]

__(0) I am sure that _______ did not drink during that time period.

__(1) I am reasonably certain that ______ did not drink during that time
period.

[If abstinent (0 or 1) enter zero (000) codes for questions 9, 11, and 12,
and enter the number of days in the period (from item 1) for questions
10.  Then skip to question 13.

__(2) Yes, I suspect that ______ did drink during that time period, although I
did not observe it first-hand.  [Record reason for suspicion below:

__(3) I am sure that ______ did drink during that time period because I
observed it.

__(8) I don't know whether ______ did or did not drink during that time
period.

9. During that period of ____ days that we have been discussing, how many
days would you say ______ drank at least some alcohol?

Total number of drinking days during period:  ____/____/____
(Enter 998 for don't know)

10. That would mean that ______ had nothing to drink at all on [item 1 - item 9]
days during this period.  Does that sound right?

Adjust items 9 and 10 to equal the number of days in item 1.

Total number of abstinent days during period:  ____/____/____
(Enter 998 for don't know)
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11. On days when ______ drank during this period, how many drinks do you
think he/she had, on average?  [Prompts:  "What kind of alcohol would he/she
usually drink?  And how many (beers, etc.) would he/she have in one day?"]

Total number of standard drinks per day:  ____/____/____
(Enter 998 for don't know)

12. On how many days during this period of   [item 1]   days do you think ______
had 6 or more drinks?

Total number of heavy drinking days:  ____/____/____
(Code 998 for don't know)

13. Sometimes during these types of interviews, people have to guess in order
to answer questions about someone else.  To what extent have you guessed
during this interview?  Would you say:

__(1) not at all
__(2) a little
__(3) a lot
__(4) completely


